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Pursuant to Administrative Law Judge’s Propos ;isi( ■ mi don

May 27, 20 i 4, the Office of Ratepayer Advc submits these comments on

issues discussed in th

ORA supports the adoption of Local Resource Adequacy (RA) fc ' i ' 

Qualifyi aacity and Effective Flexible Capacity for Energy Storage and Supply-Side 

Demand Response Resources,- and Refinements to the RA Program- but has concerns 

with several areas. Those concerns primarily focus on the adoption of flexible 

capacity procurement obligations prior to the completion of the California Independent 

System Operat exible Resource Adequacy Criteria and Must-Offer

Obligation (FRAC-MOO) tariff process including required approval by the Federal 

Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC).-

As detailed below and in the appendix to these comments, ORA recommends 

several modifications to the -, tb hould not adopt flexible capacity 

procurement obligations for arise (1) it is unlikely that the CAISO’s FRAC-

MOO tariff will be adopted by FERC in time to allow implementation by load serving 

entities (LSEs) for the icurement period, and (2) flexible capacity procurement

obligations are unnecessary for the 2015 procurement period. Second, the PD should be 

modified to characterize the flexible capacity framework as an ongoing evolution of the 

RA program, consistent with its history, rather than label it an ‘Interim” process with a 

20! 7 sunset date.

1 PD', pp. 5-9.

1 PD, pp. 26-36. 
- PD, pp. 36-56. 

£PD,p. 16.

i
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1. c
A.

adopt a flexible capacity obligation for 2015 because 

RAC-MOO tariff i 111 adopted by FERC in time to 

he 2015 procurement period, an > ne record does 

not demonstrate a need for flexible capacity h . ;ions fc . I a . :cognize[s] 

that the CAISO’s FRAC-MOO proposal is neither final nor adopted by FERC, and may 

changed* Yet the quires a 2015 flexible capacity obligation when even the 

COO draft tariff language does not contemplate annual flexible 

capacity complian igs until 2016- As discussed below, adoption of flexible 

capacity obligations without a FRAC-MOO in place would burden ratepayers with 

increased costs for flexible capacity without commensurate benefits.

The C

(1) it is itnlik 

allow impier

1.

rnent period

because the CAISO must address numerous concerns posed by parties in the CAISO’s 

stakeholder process, including critical jurisdictional issues raised by the Commission’s 

energy division (ED) staff.- For example, in written comments on the FRAC-MOO draft

The FRAC-I time for the 1

£PD, p. 16.

- Draft Tariff Language- Flexible Resource Adequacy Criteria and Must-Offer Obligations,
May 19, 2.014, Section 40.10.5.1, available at
http://www.caiso.com/Documents/DraftTariffLanguage_FRAC-MOO.doc
- Draft tariff language for the proposal was submitted by the CAISO to stakeholders on May 27, 2014 
followed by a stakeholder web conference on June 3, 2014. At the March 19-20 2014 CAISO Board of 
Governor’s Meeting, the March 7, 2014 Revised Final Draft Staff Proposal was adopted.

2
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tariff language, Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) noted “substantial concerns” 

and identified elements of the draft tariff that diverge from the FRAC-MOO “Revised 

Draft Final Proposal” as approved by the CAISO Boan jvernors.

ED staff comments on the most recent CAISO tariff language suggested that the 

F , O tariff presents a “clear conflict with th 1 id’s Resource Adequacy 

proceedings,”’ The ED staff comments recommended that “[t]he CAISO should delay 

and further consider whether and how to allow the CAISO to re-run flexible capacity 

needs assessment in order to assure that such provisions do not create conflict with the 

C 'Source Adequacy program.”— In addition, ED staff stated that it “agrees with

the comments submitted by [Southern California Edison Company] and PG&E that a 

proposal for the CAISO to have unchecked authority to set an error term is inconsistent 

with policy development :aff also commented that the draft tariff language

“lacks requisite deference to the statutory authority to determine resource

adequacy requirements.”— Pirn: :aff noted that the draft tariff “proposed

language that appears to overstep the CAISO’s statutory' authority to determine Resource 

Adequacy requirements,”— These are serious concerns. While the CAISO’s ambitious 

goal is to complete the final tariff language for submission the end of June,

addressing these significant stakeholder concerns may delay the submission date —

I

— See, Comments of Pacific Gas and Electric Company Flexible Resource Adequacy Criteria and 
Must-Offer Obligation, submitted to the CAISO on May 30, 2014.
-Comments of the Staff of the California Public Utilities Commission on the May 19, 2014 version of the 
Flexible Resource Adequacy Criteria and Must-Offer Obligation Draft Tariff Language (CPUC Staff 
Comments), posted online by the CAISO on June 9, 2014, p. 2. (Attached as Appendix. B to these 
comments.)
— CPUC Staff Comments, p. 1.
— CPUC Staff Comments, p. 5.

-CPUC Staff Comments, p. 8.
CPUC Staff Comments, p. 26.

— CAISO announced its intended timeline at its June 3, 2014 stakeholder web conference.

11
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Even after submission to FERC, it is possible that, given the CAISO stakeholder 

comments discussed above, and the significant jurisdictional concerns raised by the 

Commissio the FRAC-MOO tariff will be protested at FERC. A protest at

FERC could delay the tariff approval process by many months. If implementation of the 

FRAC-MOO is delayed, a 2015 flexible capacity requirement would burden ratepayers 

with additional costs while providing no incremental grid reliability benefit. The 

COO is a critical component in the flexible capacity framework 

because it requires flexible resources to submit daily economic bids dining specific 

hours. Without implementation of the FF ally economic bidding to provide

resource availability is not required, and CAISO’s ability to dispatch flexible resources 

would be limited to those resources with existing contractual provisions that allow 

patch.

As tl i nts out, ratepayers wW h1 :ly incur increased costs due to LSE

procurement to meet flexibility capacity requircmci vever, flexible capacity

procured by the LSEs does not serve grid rel eds unless it is linked with a

must-offer * ion, which will not be in place until FERC approves the FRAC-MOO 

tariff.— Ratepayers should not pay flexible capacity costs that do not provide increased 

Tits. Moreover, the record shows no need to impose such requirements for 

the 2015 RA year. No party, including the CAISO, asserts that there is an inadequate 

supply of flexible capacity to meet 2015 RA needs. The purported benefit of mandatory 

flexible procurement 5 lion > i is to assure that adequate flexible capacity 

supply is contractually available to the CAISO. However, the record contains no 

evidence to demonstrate that contractually available flexible capacity in 2015 will be

13 PD, Findings of Fact (FOF) 15, p. 68

— The FRAC-MOO tariffs framework will include a study process to determine requirements, allocation 
of flexible requirements, requirements for RA showings, must-offer obligations for resources, and 
permission for the CAISO to backstop flexible capacity.

4
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deficient in the absence of mandatory flexible procurement obligations — Ratepayers 

derive no benefits from the purchase of unnecessary capacity. Accordingly, tl 

should be modified to eliminate flexible capacity procurement obligations for the 2015

RA year.—

2.

Even if the F 

delayed at FERC is

ription that the CAISO’s FRAC-MOO proposal will not be 

■the current FRAC-MOO implementation timeframe would 

make it difficult for LSEs to contract for flexible capacity requirements in a timely 

manner. The earliest that FERC could approve the FRAC-MOO tariff is late August 

2014. This assumes that the CAIRO submits the draft FRAC-MOO tariff to the FERC by 

the end of June and that the FERC approves the FRAC-MOO tariff after a 60-day 

notice period™ that includes the opportunity for parties to protest.™ If the CAIRO 

submitted the tariff to FERC on June 30, 2014, approval before August 29 would be 

unlikely. Submission of the tariff after June 30 woi lit in a day-for-day delay

— D. 13-06-024, p. 39 stated “We agree with the comments of several parties that it is not reasonable to
impose a new requirement on I.SEs for flexible capacity in the 2014 RA year which would increase
ratepayer costs without a clear benefit. For all of these reasons, it is not in the public interest to adopt a 
flexible capacity requirement for RA year 2014.”

— ORA lists references to adoption of flexible procurement obligations in the PD’s Conclusions of Laws 
and recommended modifications, in Appendix A of these comments.
— The PD states that “...we do believe we need to act on the premise at this time that the FRAC-MOO 
proposal will be delayed at FERC.” ORA contacted ED staff to clarify its assumption that t 
unintentionally left out the word “not” but was instructed to note this in comments.
— 16 U.S. Code § 824d (d) provides in part that “Unless the Commission otherwise orders, no change 
shall be made by any public utility in any such rate, charge, classification, or service, or in any rule, 
regulation, or contract relating thereto, except after sixty days’ notice to the Commission and to the 
public.” .... The Commission, for good cause shown, may allow changes to take effect without requiring 
the sixty days’ notice herein provided for by an order specifying the changes so to be made and the time 
when they shall take effect and the mariner in which they shall be filed and published."

— 18 CFR § 385.210.

5
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of FERC approval. The Commission’s annual June Decisions in the RA proceedings 

inform LSEs of modifications and changes they must address in their capacity 

procurement. Flexible capacity will become a procurement obligation for e

Commission adopts th as written. Unfortunately, the LSEs d1 »t have certainty 

regarding the details of the flexible capacity program until FERC adopts the FRAC- 

MOO. Annual LSE RA filings showing evidence of procurement that satisfy capacity 

obligations are due at the Commission on the last working da ctober — The failure 

to have the FRAC-MOO in place \ . 11 :atly shorten t.> uneffarne for procuring

flexible capacity and, in the besfca.se scenario, procurement could not begin until late 

i jst. The shortened timeframe to procure the new flexible capacity product well I ■ 

an undue burden on LSEs and may increase ratepayer costs in a hurried timeframe for 

contracting to meet procurement obligations.

R.

The record in this proceeding does not support an interim status or a date certain 

when a RA flexible capacity policy will not be needed.— No party offered any support or 

rationale for an interim timeframe for the flexible capacity framework.

Adoption of a flexible capacity requirement as an ongoing part of the RA program 

is, for several reasons, preferable to creating a program with a short-term sunset date.

Du I ers to an interim program from 2015 to 2017.— However, the C AI ,a

i PD prescribes penalties for late or deficient filings showing flexible capacity procurements (PD, 
Appendix. A, pp. 8-9.)
— The RA flexible capacity framework was created in last year’s decision as an interim framework for 
2014 to 2017. (D. i 3-06-024, issued July 3, 2013, pp. 10-53.)
MPD, p. 2.

6
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indicates a significant increase in flexible capacity needs after 2017,— suggesting that the 

flexible capacity product may be needed on a long-term basis. Moreover, the 

reference to an “interim” program fails to recognize that adoption of a flexible capacity 

requirement on a long-term basis would create the regulatory certainty required for LSEs 

to procure flexible capacity in a cost-effective manner via long-term contracts. Finally, 

annual adjustments to the RA program allow the Commission to modify or eliminate 

policies and requirements as necessary. The extensive modifications necessary to enable 

energy storage and supply-side demand response to contribute to flexible capacity 

requirements called for in next year’s proceeding— highlight the ongoing evolution of the 

fl ex i b 1 e fra me work.

Therefore, ORA recommends that the Commission modify tf inate

references to the flexible capacity framework being an “interim” policy—

II.
In si

(1) The Commission should not mandate flexible capacity obligations for 
2015;and ’ ' ~

xible capacity framework as a new 
lual revisions rather than as an

— California Independent System Operator Corporation Initial Comments on Workshop Issues, dated
April 8, 2013, pp. 26-27. '
— PD, p. 35.
— See Appendix. A of these comments.

7
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Respectfully submitted,

/s/ MATT MILEY

MATT MILEY 
Staff Counsel

Attorney for :e of Ratepayer Advocates
California Public Utilities Commission
505 Van Ness Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94102
Phone: (415) 70343066
Ernai 1: mm2@cpuc,ca, govJune 16, 2014
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ORA proposes the following modifications to th inclusions of Law:

11

it is not reasonable to impose 

A ■ l r.

14. In
a new
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Cor ssiors
lionF

t's the following

comments and proposed revisions to the California Independent Syste srator
1

y

“tracked changes” to the ( 

which the tariff section rel

(existing) CAISO tariff language appears in black with grey highlighting,

"I _ T RIO ehmilrt rlislai# amrl ftirUbor rnncirtor M/hothor nr hniu to aiHmii %\\Q

that
$ ffi 8 AS #“'*• V

T UC staff is concerned that the proposed tariff language in this section is

too vague and allows the CAISO too much discretion to re-run the needs assessment

without describing parameters or time limits to ensure that a re-assessment of needs

would be compatible with tli JC’s timeline for adopting and allocating flexible RA

requirements.

I UC will issue a decision adopting the flexible resource adequacy

requirements for the following year by the end of June each year, taking into account

the flexible capacity needs assessment the CAISO will provide by May 1 each year. If

i The CROC staff is submitting these comments late due to the short turnaround provided by the CAISO 
for responding to the 50+ page draft tariff when it issued. (The CAISO provided one week to submit 
comments, over a week that spanned the three-day Memorial Day weekend, without advance notice of 
when it would issue the tariff or require comments be submitted and our staff had prior work commitments 
and planned days off.) However, staff has expressed our concerns with certain provisions of the draft 
language to the CAISO staff in one-on-one meetings and during the CAlSO’s conference call to discuss 
the draft language.
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CPUC Staffs Proposed Revisions to 
CAISO’s Draft FRAC-MOO Tariff Language

the CAISO re-runs the assessment after the CPUC issues its decision, this could create

uncertainty for the LSE if the CAISO purports to impose a different flexible capacity

allocation on a it conflicts with the CPUC’s allocation to the LSE. Further, this

I, the CPUC’s)

allocation

assessment after the CPUC has adopted the flexibility requirements each year even

using the same data it may create conflicting procurement obligations for CPUC-

jurisdiction; 1 ■ ■ seause the C - i proposing to use a different allocation

methodology than the CAISO. The tariff should not include a provision that creates so

much regulatory uncertainty and dear possibility of conflict with the CPUC’s Resource

Adequacy proceedings.

Further, the CAISO has no similar re-run provisions for revising local capacity

requirements. Although the CAISO must rely more on data provided t s to

determine the flexible capacity needs assessment than for local capacity requirements

technical study, the CAISO should explore whether other methods could provide

assurances th< s will submit accurate data, or impose penalties if they do not.

Although the Revised Di al Proposal included this process, it is now more

apparent that allowing the CAISO unfettered discretion to re-run the flexibility needs

assessment and to issue new allocations, at any time, is incompatible with the structure

of rest of the tariff and the CPUC’s timeline for conducting its Resource Adequacy

proceedings. Moreover, this provision will have no applicability to t resource

adequacy year (the CAL j(d not re-run the data under this provision because the

in

2/31
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CPUC Staffs Proposed Revisions to
CAiSO’s Draft FRAC-MOO Tariff Language

developing the needs assessment; and the GAISO’s proposed iangua imits the

CAISO to not re-run the needs assessment in 2 e to the importance of ensuring

tf .ISO’s tariff does not impose undi slat Iks c Is or create

conflicts with tt JG’s jurisdiction to determine the flexible resource adequacy

CAISO delete this portion of the proposed tariff and revisit whether such provisions are

need ter time.

SUGGESTED EDITS RELATING TO COMMENT NO. 1:

/13 \ TjXry' Rerun of Study. If the CAISO finds that incomplete or inaccurate information

wqc submitted ynHjQr 3octlic nc! iQQrl fHo, itofjr%r% fHo

i

r\f fho inr-Arror-f fr^fr\rtnr%nsVir\r%
jr ■ i.I 1:;i ji,'j-j-■ j ■ ■ g

ThA C' A I QH va/1n niryf rg\r»«3f/-»i fho
\j> =w*' |>/ WIxy

Ktrsr^A fOfH £

Tho paiqa vAriti mQf f9njn fts study to rscaicuiate tlrio/hi

i i

imo*3r^f r\r> fho mci iIfo r\"f of» irl\/Trrrp "OTS3"Q“
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CPUC Staffs Proposed Revisions to 
CAISO’s Draft FRAC-MOO Tariff Language

•fai* fjrmr\ I Qpsr\/jnn C ofjjfw fHnif cm gKrn»ffQ>rl tho inr^Armr-f Hoto fhn f^AIQrO m/ill
iilv'l-WMM'"' W SO." V lily ** i' J tT »'CJ'i wmmi i » r ‘ r     ...... ....... ... ..... ""  

HI nhomo fhof Qr-hnHi ilir-tr*
"' ' ....""TW \l/» OrvrMT-lir^ofrvr •fv-vr KM\hl ritffe-srewir'rs K/afiA/^CMQn-t fho

“
'w'l jOri'jCj'vJk «.■

«1"T» vi/1 »"! ?’Ca'%.iv>'S"i"ij'AArmd

/ON ulcafos nhnmQ hy ^ r\rvi\/i : vor»if\/ fr~\ fh»r\ IN/INA/
f........................................................................■■■■ ...................... r“...............^ £m. j) ' v^^OTTarngpcT F'pij 'w*' VI JV VI wi■fy..pt »vw ivj1

?

eeoeeofl i inrlnr Qr\r*f iQr-t A Q i A 0 i i /r'N/ i \ oo/ON
it1 s%J...vTiwi v'v'' OkT~

rv \/inrt ETrvHfw f'lK^atrv'^wrrurxrvfr Qr^K/^Hi tlimri PnArrlinotAr <r\o/-«K
’wwTtOmOTt TV*j..yvT Vi* mxy.tr,a

allocated using the correct information.

/^ortor^ifv/ Maori oilr^iO'OfQrl fr\ fho Qr^hoirli iflnrt f^r^r^rrlirKafr^r fr\r f-hoi I aoH Con/inn E^rvHfw fhof'\3T^prcT^7rxj™i”w^cy^y%^~~coT’0"01  ̂ i «ti'ty' %.

submjttsd the jneorrset d3t3f this qajqq wj!! tsks no further setjon
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CPUC Staffs Proposed Revisions to 
CAlSO’s Draft FRAC-MOO Tariff Language

2. T 
an err«

f

T ISO should revise draft tariff language in proposed sections .3(4)

ai that purports to grant CAISO unbounded and ill-defined discretion to

increase (and allocate to LSEs) the amount of flexible capacity needed on the system

CPUC staff recommends that the tariff include “error term” because it is more consistent 

w : policy development and the term utilized throughout the Cl 1 source

Adequacy proceeding and decisions leading to adoption of the formula to calculate the 

system flexibility requirement.

Thus, the CAISO should modify the proposed tariff language to indicate that it will 

(t) specify what specific reliability criteria or other transparent and objective standards 

the CAISO will utilize to determine xsitive error term / forecast adjustment is 

needed, an tate that it will solicit stakeholder comment before seeking to include a 

positive error term or forecast adjustment in the flexible capacity needs assessment to 

be published by May 1 of each year.

itprop

with , it

is entirely unclear what assumptions, reliability standards or criteria, or other factors the

represent is not defin d as the CAISO noted there are currently no boundaries on

2 See R.11-10-023, Proposed Decision of ALJ Garrison, mailed 5/27/14.
3 FRAC-MOO Revised Draft Final Proposal at 23.

5 / 31
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CPUC Staffs Proposed Revisions to
CAlSO’s Draft FRAC-MOO Tariff Language

SUGGESTED EDITS RELATING TO COMMENT NO. 2:

40.10.1.3

The ISO sha exible Capacity Need Assessment for the system for each

month of the next calendar year as follows:

1) forecast the minute-to-minute system load and net-load using actual load

data, as adjusted for load growth, and load profiles for wind and solar

resources that are in-service or expected to be in-service during the study

period;

2) calculate the IVIaximu ee-Hour Net-1.

the forecasted minute-to-minute system net-load;

3) determine the r

peak load, whichever is higher, for ea nth;

(4) determine whether an error term is necessary to satisfy [1 loutd

state what reliability criteria it would use to measur tential sufficiency

or insufficiency of the other components of the adopted formula to

calculate the flexible capacity needs (three-hour ramp plus 3.5% or

and consider the extent to which the Maximum Three-Hour Net-

Load Ramp and the most severe single contingency or forecasted peak

4 Id. at 24,

6/31
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CPUC Staffs Proposed Revisions to 
CAISO’s Draft FRAC-MOO Tariff Language

nQAQPQon/ fn 0M1 iol cm/ofmnrj AAnrlifinne rinH in ifc* rl tonrgs.fir's.n
OTiu j v-4 i’« Ci'j...i'l" i..I'iTO'..OiOvf'vuvii rvj” '.

■ in ifc* oil iHw irr\ imnmuQ
^ ..i'l i....t'iu...<wt' y................... ............i'i i TjC? i xj>" V'w1

I'Kq onmsmm/ nf fho nolm ilnfinn* onrl
u""l \Jr C« WVmT'G'O j ©i LT "* %«f» wiP* • w'vJTi %-»t j Cli I vl

(5) compute the resultant Flexil pacity Need for each month based on

the

load, whichever is higher, and the forecast adjustment, if any.

7 / 31
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CPUC Staffs Proposed Revisions to 
CAlSO’s Draft FRAC-MOO Tariff Language

3. T
1 M S I** #■ 111

e

resource; adequacy requirements, which is accomplished through the CPUC’s annual 

resource adequacy proceedings.5

As noted in the pending proposed decision in R.t 1-10-023, the CPUC will

consider in the Resource Adequacy proceeding whether a cap on the error t< 

another method to calculate an annually adjustable error term should be included in the 

methodology to calculate the flexible capacity need. For t' " 1 : the error

term to zer< ' s, while CAISO is free to inclu ositive error term / forecast 

adjustment in the flexible needs assessment submitted to the CPUC for its 

consideration, the CF is statutory authority to determine the overall resource 

adequacy needs including whether to use an adjustment if recommended by CAISO 

and accordingly the ultimate decision on this issue should be left to the CPUC to 

determine. The OPUO staff does not believe that the proposed draft tariff reflects 

deference to the CPUC’s resource adequacy program.

Accordingly, the GAf suld revise the draft tariff to specify that the CAISO 

will not include in the “allocable share of the Flexible Capacity Need for” the CPI / 

capacity based on the error term / forecast adjustment unless the Flexible Capacity

Resource Adequacy proceeding

I ■ , Th 1C recommends

■ , , ■ nclu - Flexible

snts this recommendation.

ier, the CAISO should modify the proposed tariff section 4t ■ . . id (b) to

5 The Commission, in consultation with the Independent System Operator, shall establish resource 
adequacy requirements for all load-serving entities. Cal. Pub. Utils. Code § 380.

8/31
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CPUC Staffs Proposed Revisions to 
CAISO’s Draft FRAC-MOO Tariff Language

spec : it will not issue a CPM designation to procure capacity the CAISO estimates 

is part of the Flexible Capacity Need due solely to an error term / forecast adjustment 

that exceeds the error term adopted pursuant to the CPUC’s annual determination of

Flexible Capac. quirements. “ 1 ' , -

tariff provisions at the end of these comments.

...in .... r. ... ... a.. .. <r% r% s !#*%'! .u ..... .... allocation
acity need

ressary language to clearly indicate that the CPUC will 

Requirements for CPUC-jurisdictional LSE’s, including

how to allocate the requirements among the CPUC-jurisdictional LSEs,

I 1 ISC 1 1 source Adequacy tariff provisions must clearly infc irket

participants as to who sets their procurement obligations. Unlike the structure used on

de-

CAISO will defer to the CPUC’s allocation methods in first instance, and use the

SUGGESTED EDITS RELATING TO COMMENT NOS. 3 & 4:

40.10.2. Allocation of Flexible Capacity Need

m

9/31
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CPUC Staffs Proposed Revisions to 
CAISO’s Draft FRAC-MOO Tariff Language

In

ilculation of the allocable share of the

Authority’s jurisdictional I.oad Serving Entities to the Maximum Three-Hour Net-Load

Ramp used to calculate its share of the total system Flexible Capacity Need. The

CAISO shall provide this information no later than 120 days prior to the d« t the

Aliocation of Maximum Three-Hour Net-Load Ramp. The CAISO will

calculate the share of the Flexible Capacity Need for each Local Regulatory

Authority in the CAISO’s Balancing Authority Area in proportion to the total

amount its jurisdictional l.oad Servi ree-

I- i.

of its jurisdictional Load Serving E in load, minus the change in

wind output, minus the change in solar PV output, minus the change in solar

calculated under Section 40.10.2.1.

(b) Allocation of MSSC or Forecasted Peak Load. The CAISO will determine the

higher of the r or ercent of forecasted peak

load for each I.oad Servi :ity based on its peak load ratio share and

c

its jurisdictional Load Serving Entities’ shares.

10/31
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CPUC Staffs Proposed Revisions to 
CAlSO’s Draft FRAC-MOO Tariff Language

(c) Allocation of Forecast Adjustment. proposes to includes an error

term in the calculation of flexibility needs and therefore has included a positive or

negative forecast adjustment in its study, it will include an explanation of the

cause and allocation of the changed need in its Flexible Capacity Needs

Assessment,

40.10.2.2 Flexible Capacity Needs Allocation to the CPUC

The CAISQ will calculate the CPUC’s allocable share of Flexible Capacity Needs as the

amount of Flexible Capacity Requirements adopted annually for CPUC-iurisdictional

load serving entities defined by Public Utilities Code Section 380(i), pursuant to the

CPUC’s annual Resource Adequacy proceeding. The CAISQ will calculate the share of

the Flexible Capacity Need for the Scheduling Coordinator for each CPUC-iurisdictional

Load Serving Entity based on an allocation methodology, if any, adopted by the CPUC.

However, if the allocation methodology adopted by the CPUC does not fully allocate the

CPUC’s calculated share of Flexible Capacity Needs resulting from the sum of Sections

CAISQ will allocate the difference to all Scheduling

Coordinators for CPUC Load Serving Entities in accordance with the CPUC’s allocation

methodology or, if the CPUC has not adopted an allocation methodology, according to

the allocation methodologies specified in Sections A), iQ.F im) and (b).

40.10.2.3 Flexible Capacity Needs Allocation to Non-CPUC Local Regulatory

Authority

The CAISQ will calculate the allocable share of the Flexible Capacity Need for each

non-CPI ;al Regulatory Authority accordance with the provisions in Section

40.10./.1.
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■24 Flexible Capacity Needs Allocation to Load-Following MSS

The CA1SO will calculate the allocable share of the Flexible Capacity Need for each

for Local Regulatory Authorities

in Sectic .
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TL- f^AIPA ASU-.A !«. ^ _„ . Am. snthly
iris for

5,

y

at it would

use the flexible capacity categories only for the purposes of assessing the need for 

backstop to meet a collective deficiency in the overall Flexib racily Plans. In

many sections the proposed tariff language does not match the “backstop only” function 

of the flexible capacity categories and instead purports to impos -specific minimum 

and maximum requirements within each Flexible Capacity Categories. The CPUC staff 

has proposed revisions to achieve these modifications.

Further, I ’

to determine ccx 

section 43.3. Tl

T

s

designation within the CPfVl tariff section.

SUGGESTED EDITS RELATING TO COMMENT NO. 5:

40.10.3 I

.1 Flexible Capacity Category 1 * rtPUC jurisdictional LSEs.

The CAISO shall use the Flexil aacity Categories to -

(ai establish the must-offer obligation for the Flexible RA Capacity Resources
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included in each Flexible Capacity Category in each Flexible RA Capacity

Plan submitted by the Scheduli ordinatorfor eac C-iurisdictional

LSE, as provided in Section 40.10.6; and

(b) determine elective deficiency exists in the total resources submitted with

must offer obligations under Sectic r all LSE’s within the CAISO’s

Balancing Area Authority, in accordance with the terms of Section 43.

40.10.3.2 Flexible Capacity Category Use - non-CPUC Local Regulatory

Authorities

The CAISO shall use the Flexil cacity Categories to -

(a+) set the minimum or maximum quantity (as applicable) of Flexible RA

Capacity to be included ! ' ' exib ■ - aacity Plans for each

Flexible Capac tegory for each month of the next Resource

Adequacy Compliance r, as provided in Sectio - PC;

(2b) validate the monthly LSE Flexible RA Capacity Plans, as provided in

Section ;

(3c) establish the must-offer obligation for the Flexible RA Capacity Resources

included in each in each Flexible RA Capacity

Plan submitted by the Scheduling Coordinator for each LSE, as provided

in Sectic id

(4d) determine if a collective deficiency exists in the total resources submitted

w<ih must offer obligations under Section 40.10.6 for c /ithin the

CAISO’s Balancing Area Authority, in accordance with the terms of

Section 43an4-altecaf&4he-€Q6ts-Qf-aXPM-^texibte^a^a€it¥-4esigftafen-
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to the Scheduling Coordinator of each Load Serving Entity that failed to

meet its total monthly Flexib pacity Requirement or its

procurement obligation f exible Capac egory and that is also

jurisdictional to a Local Regulatory Authority where the Flexible RA

Capacity included in all of the jurisdiction axible RA Capacity

Plans was less than the Local Regulatory Authority’s allocable share of

the Flexible Capa ted for that month as provi sfon

43.8.8(b).

23 Flexible Capacity Category- Base Ramping Resources

(a) Minimum Quantity of ( T II set-identifv the minimum

quar Flexible Cap category on a seasonal basis in the

CAISO’s Balancing Area Authority to meet forecasted system operational needs,

Needs Assessments and the change in MWs of the Secondary Three-Hour Net-

Load Ramp for the season.

(b) Base Ramping Resources must meet all of the following

criteria..

(1) The resource must be capable of providing Flexible acity to the

OAiSO Markets through Energy Bids and Ancill >rvice Bids, if and to

the extent t ource is certified to provide Ancil jrvices, submitted

(2) full

Effective Flexible Capacity value;
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(3) The resource must be capable of being available seven days a week;

(4) T ource must be able to provide the minimum of two Start-Ups per

day or the number of Start-Ups allowed by its operational limits, including

minimum up and minimum down time; and

(5) T ource must not have annual or monthly limitations on the number

of Start-Ups or the amount of energy produced that, on a daily basis, are

lower th requirements in Section -1 „

(e) Usei Resource

(1) .e-i.imited Resource may be included in

criteria in Section

(2) ad Serving Entity may include in this category a combined resource

consisting of tv :-l.imited Resources that do not individually meet the

minimum operational and availability requirements but in combination

meet the criteria in Secti

(3)

lation.

(4)

obligation up to tl

(d)

Flexible RA Gapat iy be included in this category if it meets the criteria in

Section- (b). A Non

i

this category,
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43 Flexible Capacity Category - Peak Ramping Resources

T II set-identify the(a)

wed seasonally in this category within

the CAISO’s Balancing Area Authority that will enable ISO to meet address

operational needs, calculated as the difference between the total system-wide a

Local Regulatory Authority’s base Flexible Capacity Need and the Local

Regulatory Authority’s total system-wide Flexible Capacity Need.

(b) Resource Criteria. Peak Ramping Resources must meet all of the following

criteria..

(1)

3

the extent the resource is certified to provide Ancillary Services, which

must be submitted daily for a five-hour period to be determined by the

CAISO on a seasonal basis;

(2) The resource must be capable of providing Energy for three hours at its

full Effective Flexible Capacity value;

(3)

(4) The resource must be capable of one Start-Up per day; and

(5) T ource must not have annual or monthly limitations on the number

(e)
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(d)

3

E t is not eligible to be included in

this category,

(e)

included in this category as a Peak Ramping Resource; however, a resource that

meets the qualifications of this category as a Peak Ramping Resource does not

Resources,

45 Flexible Capacity Category - Super-Peak Ramping Resources.40

(a) Fhe CAtSO will set the identifies the

ed system-wide in CAISO’smaximum quantity of I

Balancing Area Authority Ms-category as five percent of the total Flexible

Capacity Need for the montim

(b) ...

Flexible

40.10.5.1 LSE Flexi is

(a)

pacity Plans for each Load Serving Entity it

represents; except that an annual plan for 2015 is not required, A Load-
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Following MSS is not required to submit annual or month 1 ' ixib

Capacity Plans.

(b) Annual Plan. Each annual I.SE Flexible RA Capacity PI st -

(1) demonstrate that the i.oad Serving Entity has procured for each month at

least 90 percent of the annual Flexible acity requirement

determined by the CAISO; or the amount of Flexib >acity required

by the Load Serving Ent

Regulatory Authority has set such requirement;

(2) identify the resources the Load Serving Entity intends to rely on to provide

the Flexible RA Capacity; and(3) includethe information and be

with the reporting requirements and schedule set f the Business

Practice Manual.

w Monthly Plan. T > ithlyl"’' ' xibl 1 . tacity Plan must

(1) demonstrate that the Load Serving Entity procured 100 percent of the total

r or

the monthly amount of Flexible RA Capacity required by the i.ocal

Regulatory Authority, if the Local Regulatory Authority has set such

requirement;

_(2)—demonstrate that the Load Serving Entity met the total monthly

requirement determined by the CAISO within the minimum or maximum

quanta./ as applicable, for each Flexible Capacn / w rtegory; or within the

categories required by the Local Regulatory Authority, if the Local
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Regulatory Authority has established such requirement;

(32) identify all resources the Load Serving Entity will rely on to provide the

Flexible RA Capacity and indicate the corresponding must-offer obligation

for the resource’s EFC, or portions thereof, by Flexible Capacity Category;

and

(4) include the information and be submitted to the CAISO at least 45 days in

advance of the first day of the month covered by the plan, in accordance

with the reporting requirements and schedule set f the Business

Practice Manual.

40.10.5.3

(a) Eil and monthly LSE Flexible

acity Plans and determine whether each Load Serving Entity met its annual

or monthly total allocable share of Flexible RA Capacity Needs pursuant to Section

40.10.2.2 or 40.10.2.3, Regwernwh-and determine the amount of wAefAemRroet

the total monthly Flexible Capacity submitted within feguHwrer^-withimf^

or maximum quantity, as applicable, for each Flexible Capacity Category for the

purposes of assessing if a collective deficiency exists.

I '•» verify

;h LRAt

c

2.2t
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or 40,10,2,3 and to determine if a collective deficiency

egory,]

(b) Calculation gacii , If a Local Regulatory Authority has not

established and provided to the CAISO criteria for calculating the Effective

Flexible Capacity value for a resource, Th-e-thert the CAISO will calculate the

IA

Section - - " >r each resource designated in a plan a.. - „ xibl. c - jacity

Resource.

(e)

Load Serving Entity’s allocated annual and monthly Flexil ipacity

Requirement based on the CAISO’s allocation methodoloqycriteria set forth in

Section .

40.10.5.4 I dan

(a) If the CAISO’s validation under Sectic

monthly i.SE Flexible RA Capacity Plan is not sufficient to satisfy the Load

Serving Entity’s allocated Flexible RA Capa* quirement, ©f4haL4b#4©tat

monthly requirement was not met within the minimum or maximum quantity, as

applicable, for each Flexible Capacity Category, the CAISO will

(1)

Load Serving Entity, in in accordance
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with the procedures set forth in

(2) provi notice at least 25 days in advance of the first day of the month

covered by the plan and include the reasons the CAISO believes a

deficiency exists,

(b) Resolved Deficiency. If the CAISO issues a notice of deficiency under Section

-' - , and the deficiency is resolved, the Scheduli „ crdinator for the

Load Sewing Entity shall demonstrate, r

the month covered by th 1 sxible I

deficiency is cured by submitting a revise. I " exit ■ - cacity Plan, or

advise the CAISO that the Load Serving Entity’s I.ocal Regulatory Authority, or

criate, has determined that no deficiency exists,

(e) If the CAISO issues a notice of deficiency under

is not advised that the deficiency is resolved, the

40,10 and/or to assign any

costs incurred under this Section 40 and Section 43,
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bie8,
y be

clearly indicate that CAISO proposes to use its EFC criteria only for two purposes, 

pursuant to the agreement and Revis ift Final Proposal 6 It is important for the 

ISO to clearly identify the limits on the applicab the EFC in this tariff section rather 

than assuming readers will glean this important limitation by cross-referencing other 

sections.

Furthermore, ’ 

sub-sections is unne 

Board in the Revises

unnecessary - there is no need for the CAISO to validate the annual or

monthly plans usis ISO’s versions of the EFCs; the CPUC will validate the

plans. Section 40.10.4.1(2) is nonsensical, because must offer obligations should be 

established based on the contractual agreements between tl id the resource

(as indicated in the Flexible Capac pply plans), not determined by reference to

tf . 1 1 the resource. Further, it is not necessary for I' 1 ISO to state in Section

sw it would propose to allocate costs to LSEs in the event of a CPM 

designation. Cost allocation issues should be contained within the CPM provisions of 

the tariff and including unnecessary language regarding cost allocation is confusing.

T UC requests the following changes below, as well as the modification to Section 

cove:

SUGGESTED EDITS RELATING TO COMMENT NO. 6:

f" "" ' ixible Capacity

The CAISO shall calculate t ' active Flexible Capacity value for ea ource that

submitted at least one Economic Bid for Energy in the Real-Time Market on at least 10

6 See Revised Draft Final Proposal at 38.
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data

values for sue

final list of the Effective Flexible Capacity values by October 1 each year for use

jar year,

/-i \ \ /OI irl 'ffn fhn, id 1 onH ryiir%•f1 Hit\/ Q d CTI/wiKlr* OA ( it ^itv/ Dlono o c r\m\ /i /"i/"i/“•! i■ca ns n i
“

% 'w*' M WI v.1..10,1 u> ■Qu* •prrtnr'I M W O"

c^rvi-i^ /tn in k q-
O' O O'tl'O'l'1 I ^ | \jr ^ HJT„y

m\ ^of^KiioK thoi mi icf.r\Klincat,»r\r^ -fr\r fho Clrtv’th r%r$n >ai irr^o,o
X^'v£'’VCS *>'* i'C51 s' ti"w's. i' J‘w1 i K# 1 LA ... s.i""» x> s -■ ^ j- 4 |^'CS'wril%,jjf' 8 OSC? «  “

ior>ln ini Qor>h ClQvihln Pononih/ oio ini QlQ,r^fir\n A A i A
Tw'i %*? 'W m ws V..oaroyury, rr^rT "vyrxjy

The criteria . Section 40.10 shall apply only:

if the CPUC or Local Regulatory Authority has not established and provided tom
the CAISO criteria for calculating the Effective Flexible Capacity value for a resource>2»

then the CAISO shall use the criteria in this section to determine the default Effective

Flexible Capacity value to use to validate the annual and monthly LSE Flexible RA

Capacity Plans, as provided in Section 40.10.5.3; and

(3) to determine whether a there is a need for backstop procurement due to a

provided in :f (b)y- a«4

dUnAofQ fhQ AAofo rvf ca PPIV/i PJoviKto C* o r% o r* i t\ / rlQOinn^finn try I'Kq Qr^lhgtHlj glirirfirwuuiirisiI J U1
LA\vv

Coordinator of each Load Serving Entity that failed to meet its total monthly Flexible RA

(^ortor^ifv/ Pom limmonf r\r ifo nmnnromonf r\Ktincaf lr\r% fr\r o P'loviKlia PA Ocarvor^ifv/
i iv/UMi v i v/...% KJs Ol fLJf
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jacity CPM
o flexible.

7,

a me

the proposal states that the availability obligations for both “CPM Capacity and CPM 

Flexible Capacity designated under tf A" are the availability requirements specified 

in Sections 40.6.1 and 40.6.2 for system capacity, rather than the flexible must offer 

requirements developed through the CAlSO’s FRAC-MOO stakeholder process. The 

CPUC staff requests that the CAT dify the proposal to specify that CPM Flexible 

Capacity designated under the CPM must meet the proposed must-offer obligations for 

Flexible Capacity resources in the draft tariff sectic

8. Aim ..j #*% sRkimii a......."jor '■■tent with the forgoing

Consistent with the concerns the CPUC staff has expressed regarding proposed

jthod for

rst the

following additional changes to the proposed CPM tariff sections:

SUGGESTED EDITS RELATING TO COMMENT NOS. 7 & 8:

,_,2,7

(a) Annual in the annu i ' 3xib .

Capacity Plans if the total amount of Flexible acity shown in the plans of
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sum

of the annual Flexible Capacity Need Allocated to all LRAs as determined by the

m /’ 2 and -0 10/ SI,

(b)

Capacity Plans

(1) if the total amount of Flexibl >acity shown in the plans of all Load

Serving Entities, based on the Effective Flexible Capacity value

determined by the CAISO for each resource, is less than the sum of the

applicable monthly Flexible Capacity Need determined by the CAISO

pursuant to Sectic .2 and 40.10.2.34-; or

(2) if the total amount of Flexibl acity collectively shown in a Flexible

Capacity Category in the plans of all i.oad Serving Entities, based on the

E

resources, is less than the minimum monthly requirement for that category

or exceeds the maximum monthly requirement for that category

31

Flex" '

43.2.7.1 r ■ :y

If the processes set ft ‘: olio - - a - r not fully resolve a

deficiency or discrepancy in the annual or monthly Flexib racily Plans, and if

the CAISO determines that a collective deficiency exists under Section 43,2,7 ai ;
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there is a need for CRM Flexible Capacity, but prior to issuin 5M designation for

the collective deficiency -

(1) the CAISO shall issue a Market Notice that describes the collective

deficiency, identifies the Load Serving Entities that the CAISO identifies

are deficient according to the criteria set forth in 40.10.2.2 for CPUC-

iurisdictional LSEs and 40.10.2.3 for non-CPUC LSEs, and specifies the

!

Capacity Need;

(2) a

subn " , vised annual or monthly Flexible ■ ipacity Plan

demonstrating procurement of additional Flexib Capacity consistent

/ised annual

A revised monthly Flexib pacity Plan must be submitted no less

than five days prior to the first day of the applicable month.

...

Allocation of CPU Flexible ts
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(a)

I

under Sections 40.10.2.2

for the CPUC and 40.10.2.3 for non-CPUC LRAs based on the amount of

Serving Entities included in their annual and monthly Flexible acity

Plans ii

(2)

included . annual and monthly Flexil . " L opacity Plans, and the

total amount included in the monthly Flexible acity Plans specific

injor-each Flexible Capacity Category,, neinn fKia rY^ir^irYiiim r\r movimHumt».

quantity 3.s ^ppifcsbiOj for Octeh csts^ory; smci usinQ th© EEffGCtivG F iGxi blG

Capacity value calculated under Section )r each resource

designated in a plan as a Flexil . v-tpac source.

(b) Allocation Method.

If the amount of Flexible RA Capacity the jurisdictional Load Serving

Entities included in their annual and monthly Flexifc pacity Plans

in total and in each Flexible Capac _ tegory

applicable Flexible Capacity Need allocated if Local Regulatory

(

(2) If the amount of Flexible RA Capacity the jurisdictional Load Serving
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in f1 rsr fr\r o I w i KIPonor>if\/ \o Ipcc fhon fhp
wTrfUilTTTUTQlf^3TTl3TTTT*TU7tIt7f«'^?Q|70^Tty,,**^wTCyOTjY”iO Iv/OO Li lul I Li I v/

applicable Flexible Capacity Need allocated ir I.ocal Regulatory

nrnportjonately to the Scheduling Coordinator of each jurisdictional Load

Serving Entity according methodology adopted by the Local

Regulatory Authority, or if none has been adopted by the LRA in the

CAISO will allocate the costs proportionately to each jurisdictional Load

Serving Entity that failed to meet its procurement obligation; frx

the a!!oc3tion method in Section A>Q 10 2 2 or 0 10 2 3

(3) If the amount of Flexible ipacity the jurisdictional Load Serving

Entities included in their monthly Flexible RA Capacity Plans for each

Flexible CapaeiR Category is less than the Local Regulatory Authority’s

proportionate seasonal share the-of the minimum Quantity of Flexible

Capacity needed in the Base Ramping Resources identified in Section

40.10.3.2, the CAISO will allocate the CRM Flexible Capacity costs to the

Scheduling Coordinator of each jurisdictional Load Serving Entity

according to the methodology adopted by the Local Regulatory Authority,

or if none has been adopted by the LRA in the CAISO will alloc;

costs proportionately to each jurisdictional Load Serving Entity.

it irierjir^fionot o I Pqhi iloifnn/ Ai ifKr\rit\/ hcn/Q n n-rsltaar^fix/iQ r^QfirMorirn/ iinHorjwt ICIWIvttv/I toll IU U LiUvUll ( % w vijvifTCijf ""y"i'L jp «"i'Ct v \J> Ha. vvi'i vvii"1* v" 'w'« "i w1 y" <wi I ,w'i

Soctjon A3 S.8^3.) ths hoes! F^QQuistory Authority hss sstsbifshoci Its own

rvn^fHrtHrilpmx/ oltr\r*ofiinm fhg> FIqviKIo P-onorih/ MqqH frrx ifo n \ aoHTTTC?-Xf-r\Sr,CT\SpTGr^ jt *0 I i Vrf'rVI k»/ I jf" i"’« \J' VJf L\jr ft^O1 j LJTI TO vJ 1 Li vai 1 L-l I I—'w'U; \A
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praties, the 0/\iSC3 will »K3t msthcdeic^ ■frrv f-lhiQ PPMIPQ

I I AoH Q /a y°w i y% as
i" ’"'Ci'vJ' t* vi*...

O/wiKIa (“* o r~% <3 /**»s/ AAofo f A fh a O rvhArj till
.  " | .......' '■■■~-iiiiii-"-i -I "mu Hi I I n 'll " mu rirnl.irt.

r\r\trr4 ?n otAr nf AO^h
i iii CSi

r*> as
-ciTii-ry-

CTrvHfw f h» Atf io griorlir^fi aha! fr\ thot
j ...ii"? <La t, aaaI Pr\rti ilofrxrx/ A > ithrM-'ifw <ar>Hl fh^af •fitiarl fry mQQf

j, j ...f 11""|| \J/ | j'f jj^" Crft I ""f OF' fcf" 'Jr<Kil5i''t"" i'llVVI ...S ITV vi.TiTiijf' ilO’""j"G"'

ifo nmni
iiw...jki? i '■■-"■■'■-

t r/-y nr>rt AhlinotiAn 
Jti ui i iUiii uuTiyn'UC'f'r;1

(d) Reduction of Cost Allocation. If the CAISO issues a Flexil c - pac 1 ' 1V1

Section ;1)-
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